Good day all. Too often in the sight of our travels we lose sight of what is important ~ compassion for all our brethren. For beloveds, we are all ‘as one’ in the boat ride together, to wade from the shore of the sleeping tiger to the shore of the Awakened One. Yet we forget in our travels that we ride together, to awaken as one, from the depths of sleep ~ for it our belief we are travelling in our own single boat that has cast us asleep as a sleeping tiger. The tiger is a loner and defends its territory and is happy to sleep for up to twenty hours per day ~ yet we must rise from our sleep and stay alert to our “awakening”, as do elephants who sleep for only two hours per day. Here in the herd of the Great Rememberer, we herd all members with compassion back along the same track ~ for as the elephant remembers exactly the trail home, so must we too remember and herd all members Home. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.